Quantium
Commercial/Fleet
Fuel Dispensers

Tokheim ProFleet provides a suite of
fuel dispensers designed for the specific
requirements of the commercial fleet
market. Powered by Tokheim’s robust
and reliable components the Quantium
dispensers are designed to operate
day-in-day-out with minimal fuss.
Optional FMS upgrades allow your
operators to dispense fuel and manage
consumption with greater ease.

“Tokheim ProFleet’s
Quantium dispensers
are packed with the
same technology and
components of our highlevel retail dispensers that
are installed on the oil
company networks across
the globe.”

Quantium 210-D at a glance

Keypad

Authorisation and security
The optional DiaLOG FMS is an innovative
authorisation platform that integrates
seamlessly within the dispenser head.
Identification takes place via contactless
tags, magnetic cards, electronic keys or
through SmartFuel.

Choose from a standard or full
alphabetic keypad for easy entry of
text. The OLED display supports various
characters and operates in cold climate
conditions. The menus are easy to
operate using simple navigation keys.
Languages can be changed onsite or
preset depending on the nationality of
the driver.

Hose management

Hydraulics
At the heart of our fuel dispensers is a
set of high-quality components that
provide long-lasting performance. The
minimal drift TQM meter and robust
TQP pump ensure your dispensers
keep dispensing with accuracy. Plus a
satellite connection allows for more
efficient filling of vehicles with tanks
at both sides.

Choose from a ‘Spring Mast’, ‘Rigid Mast’
hose management system or a clean
and simple hook hose management
system. Features such as break-away
couplings are included for improved
safety in case of drive off. A variety
of hose lengths, for use in a various
climates, are available for ease of access
to your vehicles.

Our Dispenser Range

Quantium
110

Quantium
210

Quantium
310

Quantium
AdBlue®

Quantium
LPG

Entry-level, one or two
hoses, single-product
system. Allows you to
dispense one grade of
fuel up to high speeds.

Entry-level dispenser, but
with more options and
flexibility than the Q110.
The Q210 can dispense
up to two products and it
comes in either a one or
two hose model.

Flexibly designed to
deliver a single, twin
or quad fuel dispenser.
The spring mast based
hose retractor system
makes it easy for
operators to use.

We offer a range of
robust ISO 22241
compliant AdBlue®
dispensers. Choose
from one or two hoses
for single product
dispensing.

Our portfolio of LPG
dispensers offers you
flexibility when it
comes to the unique
layout of your fuelling
station.

A modular, flexible dispenser
All our dispensers are made to order,
for the specific requirements of your
site, at no additional cost. Choose
from a range of options from the
hose management system, fuel type,
integrated fuel management systems
and much more.

Quality components for a
lifetime of performance
Tokheim’s Quantium
dispensers have been
independently verified
to have less service
interventions than other
pumps in the market. The
robust components handle a
variety of fuel types including
bio-diesel and bio-ethanol.

Quantium
Benefits
Less service, less hassle

A lower lifetime cost

Innovative Upgrades

A proven and robust set of components
- utilised by the world’s largest oil
companies - ensures your dispensers
keep dispensing.

Quantium dispensers benefit from the
industry’s lowest total cost of ownership
(TCO) through fewer breakdowns, more
accurate components, less fraud, more
effective energy consumption and
future-proofed technology.

Add an integrated DiaLOG fuel
management system and/or SmartFuel
to improve fuel management and
reduce fraud.

Engineered for safety and accuracy
Manufactured at our ISO 9001 and ISO
14001 compliant plants, you can rely on
our ATEX and MID certified Quantium
dispensers.

Greater choice of product
Choose from a wide variety of
dispensers that deliver a range of fuel
types for vans, trucks, trains and boats.

Local knowledge, global team
Tokheim ProFleet has an international
support network that puts service first.
We are there every step of the way
to find effective solutions to complex
fuel challenges.

Tokheim
Worldwide

Contact

Further information

Corporate Headquarters
Tokheim Group

For any further information and detailed contacts for each country, please visit
our website at www.tokheim.com/profleet or email us at profleet@tokheim.com.

Paris Nord 2
35, Allée des Impressionnistes
Immeuble Le Cézanne
93420 Villepinte
France
Tel: +33 (0)1 49 90 77 00
Fax: +33 (0)1 49 90 77 77

*As Tokheim regularly improves its products and services in line with evolving
market and regulatory requirements, it reserves the right to change any of
the specifications of these products and services, and this document without
prior notice.
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